Greetings from General Chairs

Welcome to Shanghai, the 2015 International Conference on Cloud Computing and Big Data! We would like to highlight a few new developments since CCBD2014:

The convergence of Cloud Computing, Big Data Analytics, Mobile, Social and IoT has been progressing very rapidly, bringing in the era of Internet of Everything (IOE). This underscores the significance of the CCBD conference that we started 5 years ago. We are extending our conference scope to address this convergence to IOE.

We are delighted that 145 papers were submitted to CCBD2015 from 20 countries/regions. This is a very significant increase over the past years.

This is the first time that the Cloud Computing Association in Taiwan (CCAT) joins the Chinese Institute of Electronics (CIE) to host CCBD. This signifies very good progress of cross-strait collaborations in advancing information technology to the era of Cloud Computing, and internet of everything. Those of us from Taiwan are very appreciative of this opportunity and have enjoyed this collaboration experience.

We would like to express our sincere appreciation to everyone who has contributed to CCBD2015. Our foremost thanks go to international authors who submitted their exciting research work to CCBD2015. We are very grateful for the outstanding work of the program committee members and the external reviewers who have ensured the quality of the accepted papers. Finally, we thank the Steering Committee, all committee chairs and volunteers for their strong contributions during the organization and program development of CCBD2015.

We hope you enjoy the stimulating conference program and your stay in Shanghai! Look forward to a very productive CCBD2015!

General Chairs,
Ko-Yang Wang and George Wang
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